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Abstract The effects of the method of synthesis along

with the introduction of a sintering aid on the electric and

dielectric properties of CaCu3Ti4O12 were investigated in

detail. The mixed oxide with perovskite structure was

synthesized by the coprecipitation method. Polycrystalline

specimens were prepared by adding 0.5 mol% Li2Si2O5 to

the mixed oxide followed by sintering in the 1000–1100 �C
range for 12 h. A high density value was obtained for

sintering at a temperature as low as 1000 �C. Average grain

sizes of sintered specimens are of the same order of mag-

nitude as those of specimens prepared by the same method

without the additive. The activation energy values for

electric conduction were found to be 0.1 eV (grain) and

varying from 0.4 to 0.6 eV (grain boundary). The dielectric

properties are similar to those of specimens without the

additive. The overall results evidence the possibility of

reduction of the sintering temperature by about 100 �C
with the introduction of a small amount of lithium dis-

ilicate while keeping the dielectric properties of pure

CaCu3Ti4O12.

1 Introduction

The perovskite CaCu3Ti4O12, CCTO, with a body centered

cubic structure (space group Im-3) has attracted much at-

tention in recent years, due to the combination of its di-

electric properties, specifically the giant dielectric

permittivity (e0[ 1000) and the small dielectric loss

(tan d\ 1), and because of its thermal stability in wide

temperature and frequency ranges [1, 2]. This polycrys-

talline ceramic constitutes a promising material for appli-

cations in microelectronics such as microwave,

supercapacitors and memory devices [3, 4].

Several reports may be found on the origin of the special

properties of CCTO, supporting the model based on ex-

trinsic factors to explain the main dielectric features of

polycrystalline CCTO [5–10]. This ceramic material con-

sists of semiconductor grains along with insulating grain

boundaries. Moreover, defects such as stoichiometry de-

viation, different oxidation states of copper and titanium,

and segregation of copper at grain boundaries, contribute to

the heterogeneity of the perovskite material. Because of

such complex microstructure, a model based on internal

barrier layer capacitance (IBLC) has been widely accepted

to explain the mechanism responsible for the dielectric

behavior of polycrystalline CCTO [5].

Most of previous studies were conducted in polycrys-

talline ceramics prepared by the conventional solid state

reaction method [1, 3–13]. Few works have employed a

solution method to obtain a more homogeneous mi-

crostructure [14–16]. In addition, the dielectric properties

of CCTO are known to depend on the processing condi-

tions [17]. In this context, there are few studies on the

effects produced by the introduction of sintering aids.

Recent reports on sintering aids are related to the addition

of caulinite [18], or borosilicate glass-type additives such

as BaO–B2O3–SiO2 [19] and SrO–B2O3–SiO2 [20]. These

additives were found to improve the dielectric properties of

CCTO.

Here is reported for the first time the effects of the

method of synthesis along with the use of a non-bor-

osilicate glass-type additive on the dielectric and electric

properties of CCTO. The main purpose is to verify the
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effect of both the method of synthesis and of a densifying

additive on the improvement of the microstructure of

CCTO, thereby contributing to the understanding of the

influence of extrinsic factors on the microstructure-prop-

erty relationship of this polycrystalline mixed oxide.

2 Experimental

CaCu3Ti4O12 was synthesized by the coprecipitation method

with reagent grade calcium and copper nitrates, and titanium

isopropoxide, as starting materials. The overall copre-

cipitation process is similar to that described elsewhere [21].

Stoichiometric proportions of the starting aqueous nitrate

solutions (1 mol L-1) were mixed together and ho-

mogenized. The titanium isopropoxide was added dropwise

to an alcoholic solution of nitric acid to obtain the titanium

nitrate solution. These solutions were thoroughly mixed

under constant stirring. The cation solution was added to an

alcoholic solution of oxalic acid (0.05 mol L-1, pH = 3)

promoting the coprecipitation of the desired cations. The

concentration of each solution was verified by gravimetry.

After precipitation completion, the as-prepared material was

washed with absolute ethyl alcohol and isopropyl alcohol.

The coprecipitated material was subsequently dispersed in n-

butyl alcohol followed by azeotropic distillation for water

removal. Afterwards, the as-prepared material was dried in

an oven, deagglomerated in an agate mortar and calcined at

700 and 800 �C for 1, 4 and 8 h. After calcination, the

CCTO powder was divided into two fractions. To one

fraction, 2 wt% polyvinyl alcohol, PVA, was added. This

binder material is usually introduced to increase the me-

chanical strength of the green compacts. The other fraction

was mixed to 0.5 mol% lithium disilicate, Li2Si2O5 (LSO)

as a sintering aid. In the latter, no binder was added. The

content of lithium disilicate was chosen after preliminary

experiments, when its content was varied up to 1.5 mol%.

Li2Si2O5 was prepared by solid state reaction between

lithium carbonate (P.A.) and amorphous silica (99.9 %).

Stoichiometric amounts of the reagents were ball milled for

2 h in alcoholic medium and dried at 50 �C for 24 h. The

mixture was then calcined twice at 970 �C for 4 h to obtain

the desired composition.

Disc shaped specimens were prepared by uniaxial

pressing in a stainless steel die with 55 MPa of applied

pressure. Sintering of the green compacts was carried out

for 12 h in air in the 1000–1100 �C range.

The temperatures of thermal decomposition and crys-

tallization of the synthesized CCTO were evaluated by

simultaneous thermogravimetry, TG, and differential ther-

mal analyses, DTA (Netzsch, STA 409) under synthetic air,

heating at a rate of 10 �C min-1 from room temperature up

to 900 �C. Alpha-alumina was used as standard material in

DTA runs. Identification of crystalline phases was carried

out by X-ray diffraction (Bruker-AXS, D8 Advance) in the

20� B 2h B 80� range with 0.05� step size and 3 s count-

ing time with Cu Ka radiation (k = 1.5405 Å). The ap-

parent density of sintered specimens was determined by the

water immersion technique, and relative density values

were calculated using the theoretical density of

4.90 g cm-3 [22]. The morphology of sintered specimens

was observed on polished and thermally etched surfaces by

field emission gun scanning electron microscopy, FEG-

SEM (FEI, Inspect F50). The electric and the dielectric

properties of sintered specimens were determined by

impedance spectroscopy (Hewlett Packard, 4192A) in the

5 Hz–13 MHz frequency range from room temperature up

to 180 �C. These measurements were performed with

100 mV of applied ac signal. For these measurements, the

parallel surfaces of the disc shaped specimens were met-

alized by application of silver paste followed by cure at

400 �C.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows TG and DTA curves of the as-prepared

material. The main endothermic events are found at 110

and *200 �C and are accompanied by weight loss. These

events are related to the elimination of physisorbed water

(110 �C) and residual n-butyl alcohol (200 �C) adsorbed on

the surface of the powder particles. The thermal decom-

position of the mixed oxalate by elimination of CO and

CO2 with a considerable weight loss is revealed in the DTA

curve by the exothermic peak at 306 �C.

Negligible weight loss is observed for temperatures

higher than 400 �C. The total weight loss amounts 58 %.

The exothermic peak at 430 �C is due to the crystallization
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Fig. 1 TG and DTA curves of the coprecipitated CCTO ceramic

powder
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of the mixed oxide, as corroborated by X-ray diffraction

analysis.

Figure 2 shows X-ray diffraction patterns obtained for

powders heated up to 430 and 900 �C and cooled down to

room temperature, without holding time.

The X-ray diffraction pattern of the prepared material

heated up to 430 �C shows reflections characteristic of the

precursors of CCTO. After heating up to 900 �C the re-

flections are typical of CaCu3Ti4O12 (ICDD 75-1149). In

this case, a low intensity diffraction peak (indicated by ?)

evidences the CuO phase. This reflection is probably re-

lated to a partial decomposition of the CCTO phase. This

decomposition reaction may result from the expected high

reactivity of the synthesized powder.

The calcination temperature was determined by XRD

analysis. Figure 3 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of

the dried coprecipitated material calcined at 700 and

800 �C for 1, 4 and 8 h.

The diffraction patterns exhibit high intensity and nar-

row reflections typical of the cubic body centered per-

ovskite structure. It can be noted that after calcination at

700 �C a small diffraction peak due to unreacted CuO is

detected, although its intensity gradually decreases with

increasing holding time. After calcination at 800 �C for

1 h, the CuO reflection is still present. The powders cal-

cined for 4 and 8 h at 800 �C do not display any extra

reflection except those of CCTO, revealing that the for-

mation of the desired phase was completed. Thus, the se-

lected calcination profile was 800 �C for 4 h.
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Fig. 2 XRD pattern of the as-prepared material heated up to 430 and

900 �C without holding time, denoted as 430/0 and 900/0,

respectively
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Fig. 3 XRD patterns of the as-prepared material calcined at 700 and

800 �C for 1, 4 and 8 h, denoted as ‘‘X/Y’’, where X and Y are the

temperature and holding time, respectively

Table 1 Values of relative density (in % of the theoretical value) of

sintered CCTO without and with LSO sintered at several temperatures

Sintering profile (�C/h) Relative density (%)

CCTO CCTO ? Li2Si2O5

1000/12 – 92.6

1025/12 – 88.2

1050/12 – 92.6

1070/12 90.6 86.1

1080/12 94.3 82.8

1090/12 94.9 80.6

1100/12 95.1 –
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Fig. 4 Impedance diagrams of specimens sintered a without and

b with LSO. In (a) the inset highlights the high frequency region
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Table 1 lists relative density values of specimens with and

without the additive sintered at several temperatures for

12 h.

The densification increases with the sintering tem-

perature up to 1090 �C for specimens without the additive

reaching 95 % of relative density at 1100 �C. In contrast,

the density of specimens containing LSO is approximately

93 % of the theoretical value after sintering at only

1000 �C. This effect may be related to a liquid phase that

may have been formed near 1020 �C, the melting tem-

perature of the additive, and the consequent increase in the

mass transport, thereby promoting densification at

relatively low temperatures.

The -Z00 (x) 9 Z0 (x) plots measured at room tem-

perature of all sintered specimens are shown in Fig. 4.

The impedance plots consist of a large arc, due to high

resistive grain boundaries, with non zero intercept at high

frequencies (see inset in Fig. 4a) characteristic of high

conducting grains. The bulk or grain conductivity was

calculated from the high frequency intercept, and the grain

boundary conductivity was determined from the diameter of

the low frequency arc. The analysis of the impedance dia-

grams at all measured temperatures allowed for obtaining

the electrical conductivity of the investigated specimens.

The Arrhenius plots of the electrical conductivity of

grains and grain boundaries are shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for

specimens without and with LSO, respectively. The grain

conductivity of specimens without LSO (Fig. 5a) increases

with increasing the sintering temperature up to 1090 �C
and decreases slightly at 1100 �C. The increase of the grain

conductivity for increasing sintering temperature is prob-

ably related to the consequent increase in densification of

the specimens (Table 1). The opposite trend, observed for

specimens sintered at 1100 �C may be associated to

changes in the valence of copper, known to occur at such

high temperature.

The grain boundary conductivity (Fig. 5b), in contrast,

decreases with increasing sintering temperature. This un-

expected result shows that with increasing the sintering

temperature the grain boundary turns gradually more re-

sistive. This effect, along with the behavior of the grain

conductivity, suggests that the change of copper valence
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Fig. 5 Arrhenius plots of the electrical conductivity of a grains and

b grain boundaries for specimens without LSO addition
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Fig. 6 Arrhenius plots of the electrical conductivity of a grains and

b grain boundaries for specimens with LSO addition
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induces cation segregation at the grain boundaries, acting

as an additional blocker to the charge carriers. In effect, it

has been already proposed that CuO reduces to Cu2O for

temperatures higher than 1000 �C, and during cooling to

room temperature its re-oxidation occurs giving rise to a

secondary phase at the grain boundaries [12]. Our results

indicate that the change of valence is more severe at the

interfaces.

The grain conductivity of specimens containing LSO

(Fig. 6a) is lower for specimens sintered at 1025 �C, near

the melting temperature of the glass additive, and 1090 �C,

the highest sintering temperature.

The grain boundary conductivity values of specimens

with LSO for 1000, 1025, 1050 and 1090 �C sintering

temperatures are shown in Fig. 6b. It can be seen that the

grain boundaries become less resistive for increasing sin-

tering temperature. This effect may be attributed to the

formation of a more conducting phase at the interfaces.

The activation energy for the grain conductivity is found

similar for all specimens (*0.1 eV). The activation energy

for grain boundary conductivity is *0.65 eV for speci-

mens without additive, in agreement with previous reports

[23–25], and varies in the 0.4–0.6 eV range for LSO con-

taining CCTO. In this case, the lower value of the grain

boundary activation energy is found for the specimen sin-

tered at 1090 �C, and exhibiting the highest conductivity.

Figure 7 shows FEG-SEM micrographs of CCTO

without additive, sintered at 1090 �C and for the specimen

containing LSO, sintered at 1000 �C.

The microstructure features in these micrographs are the

relatively large grain size, grain pullout and residual por-

osity. CCTO without additive has polyhedral grains,

whereas some curved interfaces may be noted in the spe-

cimens with LSO, due to the liquid phase formed during

sintering. Table 2 lists values of average grain size, G,

determined by the intercept method for the investigated

specimens.

The average grain size is found to increase with in-

creasing sintering temperature for specimens without LSO.

The capacitance of the grain boundaries normalized by

sample geometry is in the nanoFarad range, as expected.

The same observation holds for CCTO containing LSO. In

this case, the average grain size after sintering at 1000 �C
is similar to that of specimens with the additive, sintered at

1090 �C.

Table 2 shows also values of dielectric permittivity and

dielectric loss of all studied specimens at 1 kHz at room

temperature. The dielectric permittivity is higher for

Fig. 7 FEG-SEM micrographs of CCTO a without LSO, sintered at 1090 �C and b with LSO sintered at 1000 �C

Table 2 Values of average grain size, G, dielectric permittivity, e0, dielectric loss, tan d, and capacitance of the grain boundaries, C of sintered

CCTO specimens without and with LSO

Sintering profile (�C/h) CCTO CCTO ? LSO

G (lm) e0 tan d C (nF cm-1) G (lm) e0 tan d C (nF cm-1)

1000/12 – – – – 24.4 13,910 0.225 1.23

1025/12 – – – – 24.6 17,902 0.161 1.59

1050/12 – – – – 25.3 20,122 0.153 1.78

1070/12 11.0 11,081 0.156 0.98 17.2 22,714 0.189 2.01

1080/12 16.6 5992 0.403 0.53 14.1 19,565 0.195 1.73

1090/12 23.4 11,792 0.391 1.04 22.0 93,767 0.524 8.30

1100/12 26.1 19,329 0.120 1.71 – – – –
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specimens containing LSO, with dielectric loss of the same

order of magnitude than those of specimens without addi-

tive. It is remarkably high the value of e0 when the speci-

men containing the additive is sintered at 1090 �C, which

is accompanied by an increase of the dielectric loss. In

general, high vales of dielectric loss are attributed to

heterogeneous conduction at the interfaces [13]. This effect

reveals that at such high temperature significant changes

occur at the grain boundaries, in agreement with the

evaluated capacitance value.

The evolution of e0 with the temperature is shown in

Fig. 8 for specimens without (a) and with LSO (b).

Independent on the additive, the dielectric permittivity

remains approximately constant up to 100 �C. The largest

variation of e0 with temperature is observed for CCTO

containing LSO sintered at 1090 �C.

4 Conclusions

CaCu3Ti4O12 mixed oxide was successfully synthesized by

the coprecipitation method. After calcination at 800 �C for

4 h, the pure cubic perovskite phase was obtained. The

overall results evidence the possibility to obtain this mixed

oxide at low sintering temperatures with good densification

and dielectric properties, by adding a small amount of

lithium disilicate glass prior to sintering.
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